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rounded, bent away from the torque link, or if it has stress cracks. ..... We have seen this happen when a film of MIL-5606 hydraulic fluid dries out on the exposed ... 
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Landing Gear and Nose Wheel Steering Parts Can You Stop Nose Gear Shimmy? By Dave McFarlane







McFarlane Aviation Products



Drop a plumb bob to determine aircraft center line



Nose gear shimmy is destructive and not normal, and yes, it can be stopped. Never allow any amount nose gear shimmy to continue. The quicker you take action, the easier it will be to stop it.



“A Cessna nose wheel is supposed to shimmy.” “You can’t really stop it.” “All the Pipers do it.” You have heard similar comments many times. My response is always the same question. “Did it shimmy when it was new?” I would like to share with you our experience in solving this problem. I will bore you with the routine detail of what to look for and how to fix the mechanical issues that allow shimmy to get started in a minute. First, let’s talk about the physics of nose gear shimmy. Years ago and after a lot of frustration by us and our customers and a lot of experimenting, we discovered what was causing our shimmy problems. We observed that uncorrectable nose gear shimmy seemed to only happen on hard surface runways and rarely on turf runways. Our customers reported that they could stop the shimmy by either taking weight off the nose gear with the elevator or applying the brakes putting more weight on the nose gear. It didn’t seem logical that just changing the weight on the nose gear could affect shimmy since the airplane is designed to function with different loading on the nose gear and the weight change does not significantly change the nose gear geometry. We guessed that our customer’s shimmy might have been stopped by the fact that the changing nose weight also changed the tire shape. We assumed that when the tire shape changes so does the contact profile of the tire to the runway. We had already done all of the normal things to perfect the



nose gear and shimmy damping system rigging and mechanicals. The customer’s tire seemed fine with no unusual wear patterns that could be detected. We still had shimmy! In frustration, an experiment was done by removing some tread rubber from the tire. It did not seem to be a logical solution, but it worked. The shimmy went away! There are some interesting dynamics going on during the shimmy action (besides trying to vibrate your airplane apart). When the nose tire is shimmying down the runway it is oscillating from pointing left and then pointing right many times per second while the airplane is going straight. The greater the tire angle diverges from straight ahead, the greater the shimmy inertia and energy. Since the oscillations are equal in divergence angle and time duration, the rubber on your tire is being scuffed in a uniform and distinct pattern that repeats its self each revolution of the tire. This wear pattern shape is directly related to the tire shape created by the amount of weight on the nose tire, the tire pressure, and the speed of the aircraft. The frequency of the shimmy is a derivative of these factors. You might have noticed a braking feel to the airplane when severe shimmying is happening. The braking is from the nose tire skidding sideways during the more extreme angle divergent portion of the shimmy cycle. Since shimmy generally takes place for a short time, the early stages of this wear pattern are microscopic and hard to detect visually or by feeling the tire tread by hand. After the first shimmy, the then created wear pattern tends to start the oscillating action when the airplane speed and nose gear weight matches the speed and weight that the airplane was traveling when the shimmy
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One of the hardest parts of proper rigging is determining where the nose tire is straight ahead. The method we use is to create an airplane center line by dropping a plumb bob from the center of the firewall to the ground (center can be determined from the rivet pattern or measuring from the motor mount attachments) and again dropping the plumb bob from the center of the tail tie down hook. Mark both of the plumb bob points on the shop floor and create a chalk line mark between the points. This is your airplane center line. Extend the center line forward as close to the nose tire as possible. Place a straight 2x4 stud or a piece of straight angle iron against the side of the nose tire. Adjust the nose wheel and tire until the 2x4 is parallel with the airplane center line. Check your results by placing the 2x4 on the other side of the tire. The 2x4 acts as a tire angle multiplier giving you measurable results. Parallelism can be checked by simply measuring the distance between the 2x4 and the chalk line in two places. Be sure not to move the airplane while you make your nose gear alignment adjustments. wear pattern was created. You might have noticed that shimmy starts at about the same landing or taxiing speed each time. The results are that the shimmy gets worse every time it happens even if the mechanical issues that let it start shimmying the first time have been corrected and the shimmy damper is working and trying to do its job. The shimmy damper simply is not strong enough to prevent shimmy when a nose tire has an established shimmy wear pattern in the tread. The hidden mystery to this problem is that early shimmy wear patterns in the tire are virtually un-detectable. Continued on next page. 111
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Continued from previous page Prevention Tips The key to shimmy problems is to prevent shimmy from starting in the first place. You have to start with the routine stuff that is in the service manuals. The Cessna Pilots Association has a very good article on fixing the mechanical issues associated with nose shimmy on Cessna airplanes. Their Tech Note No. 001, Revision 004 dated 04/15/2010 does a good job of describing and illustrating the system and directing corrective repairs. This tech note seems to parallel the Cessna Service Information Letter SE84-21 on the same subject.



1



The first step in preventing the problem is to look for any un-damped nose gear movement. This is motion of the nose tire without the shimmy damper moving. Looseness in the nose gear system cannot be detected with the nose wheel off the ground unless the pressure is released from the nose strut. When you move the nose wheel right and then left, the shimmy damper should also move. If there is any un-damped motion, tighten or replace the worn components such as the torque link bushings and spacers, the steering collar, and shimmy damper attachments.



2



Remove the shimmy damper attachments. Check the shimmy damper for proper fluid and proper operation. Check the damper for seal condition and excessive wear in the piston and damper bore. The damper shaft must have considerable resistance to motion when moved quickly but move easily when moved slowly.
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Nose gear rigging is important to prevent shimmy. If the steering rods or bungees are biased, damaged, or holding improper tension, shimmy can be started. The aircraft service manuals do a good job of describing proper nose gear rigging procedures. Wheel bearings must be in good condition and properly adjusted.
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Bad bearings or adjustments can allow un-damped tire movement. Tire balance is also critical for preventing shimmy as an out of balance tire puts cyclic centrifugal loads on the tire tread. Out of round tires will do the same thing. One of the objectives of preventing shimmy is to not have any type of cyclic loads going into the tire system.
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Check the tire itself for casing shift or other damage as follows:



• Take the weight off the nose tire for a period of time to let the tire take its proper shape. • Assure that the tire is inflated to the proper pressure for the aircraft. • Spin the tire by hand and look for any significant lateral divergence (tire wobble) or vertical divergence (out of round). The tire must rotate true, but a little out of round is normal.







Use a belt sander to remove the shimmy wear pattern in the tread.



• If tire casing shape problems are detected, let the tire stabilize longer without weight. If that does not correct the problem, the only fix is to replace fast, very little rubber will be removed. If the tire. you allow the tire to rotate too slow, it is • If the tire casing seems to run out true hard to remove the rubber evenly. Taxi and the tire is determined to be speed tire rotation seems to work best. airworthy in all aspects, remove the You can actually remove small “out of shimmy wear pattern in the tire tread. round” tire conditions by being steady with How do you remove rubber on a good the grinder and allowing the grinder to tire to get rid of this mysterious and evil work harder on the tire high spots. The tread wear pattern that nobody can see or grinder must be worked across the tire feel? We use an electric disc grinder that tread as evenly as you can. Never grind is used in the weld shop for grinding welds into the sidewall of the tire. You can feel and smoothing structural steel. Any large advanced shimmy wear patterns before sanding disk power tool with a course grit you start and they will take more work to disc or a belt sander would also work. remove than the patterns you cannot feel. There will be some rubber flying around The tire must feel smooth and even when the shop so this is a good job to do you are done. Only experience will tell you outside. Get someone else to do it if you how much rubber to remove. Be sure that have allergic reactions to latex or the tire has good tread depth when you are rubber products. Block the nose gear off finished, and verify that there is not any the ground and give the tire time to inadvertent damage to the tire. Clean up stabilize its shape without weight. Again the rubber grindings and high speed taxi assure that the tire has the correct inflatest the airplane. You will probably be smiltion pressure. Touch the grinder to the ing with the results. It is a good idea to tire at an angle that rotates the tire and re-balance the tire after grinding the tread removes rubber. With a little practice you and before returning the aircraft to service. will be able to control the tire rotational If the test does fail, repeat the process. speed with small grinder angle adjustYes, with a little patience, this shimmy ments. If you allow the tire to rotate too beast can be tamed! 



Wheel balancer P/N TOOL108 to check tire for proper balance. 112
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Nose Wheel Steering Rod Boots for Cessna Aircraft



P/N MC0413304-3 for 150-152 series and P/N MC0543015-6 for 172, 175 and early 182 series McFarlane steering rod boots are manufactured with a black Kevlar®/fiberglass blend fabric. The fatigue resistance of Kevlar is uniquely mated with the fire resistance of fiberglass. This is a super tough, high temperature fabric that will provide many years of outstanding performance. • Keeps the exhaust and carbon monoxide out of the cabin • Protects the cabin in case of an engine fire



These Bad Boys Can Take the Abuse!



Nose Wheel Steering Rods for Cessna Aircraft



Tired of ‘soft’ worn out steering rods? Replace them with improved McFarlane steering rods. • New redesigned long life springs! • Stainless steel tubes for improved corrosion resistance (MC0543022 Series). • Hardened internal washer for greater durability



MC0543022 Series



• Optimum performance even after years of service! Maintenance Tip: How do I know if my steering rods need to be replaced? • Nose wheel steering is unusually sluggish. • One or both sides offer little or no spring resistance to steering input. • More than 1 1/8” of free travel is present in either steering rod. • The aircraft pulls to either side during taxiing. • Inconsistent steering or rudder rigging.



Model 150, 150A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H 150J,K,L,M A150K,L,M F150F,G,H F150J,K,L,M, FA150K,L FRA150L,M 152, A152, F152, FA152 172, 172A 172B,C 172D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q F172D,E,F,G,H,K,L,M,N,P FP172 FR172E,F,G,H,J,K P172 R172K 172R,S 175, 175A,B,C 177, 177A,B 182,A,B,C,D



S/N All All All All All All All All All All All All All All All All All All All



Boot (2 per A/C) MC0413304-3 MC0413304-3 MC0413304-3 MC0413304-3 MC0413304-3 MC0413304-3 MC0413304-3 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6 MC0543015-6



Steering Rod Left Hand Right Hand MC0543022-3 MC0543022-4 MC0543022-3 MC0543022-4 MC0543022-3 MC0543022-4 MC0543022-3 MC0543022-4 MC0543022-3 MC0543022-4 MC0543022-3 MC0543022-4 MC0543022-3 MC0543022-4 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0743008-1 MC0743008-2 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0543022-1 MC0543022-2 MC0743008-1 MC0743008-2



MC0543015-6



MC0743008-1



MC0743008-2



Seal Kits for Cessna Shimmy Dampers



Year 59-66 1966 67-77 70-77 67-77 70-71 72-77 78-85 78-85 78-86 78-86 63-86 1963 77-81 63-86 68-81



Serial Number 17001 thru 15064532 F150-0001 thru F150-0067 15064533 thru 15079405 A1500001 thru A1500734 F150-0068 thru F15001428 FA1500001 thru FA1500120 FRA1500121 thru FRA1500336 15279406 thru 15286033 A1520735 thru A1521049 F15201429 thru F15201980 FA1520337 thru FA1520425 17249545 thru 17276673 P17257120 thru P17257188 R1722000 thru R1723454 F172-0001 thru F17202254 FR17200001 thru FR17200675
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New!



Doubler



Rod End



Boot



Steering Rod



Removing Torque Link Bushings (Nose Gear Scissors) By Dave McFarlane



Part Number SDKT-1 Seal kits contain the industry standard o-rings required to reseal the Cessna shimmy damper. Model 150, 150A,B,C,D,E F150 150F,G,H,J,K,L,M A150K,L,M F150G,H,J,K,L,M FA150K,L FRA150L,M 152 A152 F152 FA152 172D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P P172 R172 F172D,E,F,G,H,K,L,M,N,P FR172



Doubler Rod End New! (2 per A/C) (2 per A/C) 0413304-6 S1107-3 0413304-6 S1823-3 0413304-6 S1823-3 0413304-6 S1823-3 0413304-6 S1823-3 0413304-6 S1823-3 0413304-6 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1107-3 0543026-1 S1107-3 0543026-1 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1107-3 S1823-3 0543026-1 S1107-3



MC0743008 Series



Shimmy Damper 0442512-6 0442512-2 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1 0442512-1



Removing the flanged bushings from the torque link forging can be difficult as there is not a good surface to press against or grab onto. An easy way to remove them is to thread them with a tap, screw a bolt in the thread you made, and then drive or press against the bolt. The thread does not have to be a full depth thread for the bolt to hold securely in the bushing. The bushing material is somewhat hard, but not so hard that a standard hardware store tap will not do the job. Use cutting oil on the tap to prevent tap damage. Normally the bushing will then come out easily. For stubborn bushings, soak the link assembly in boiling water before pressing the bushing. The heat will expand the aluminum forging more than the steel bushing. This helps loosen the press fit while limiting the temperature to prevent from overheating and harming the heat treat of the aluminum forging. A controlled oven can be substituted for boiling water as a heat source, but do not exceed 350° F. Do not use flame or other non-controlled heat sources. An alternate method is to put dry ice in the bushing before driving or pressing on the bolt you threaded into the bushing. Do not over-press or hammer as the aluminum can gall to the bushing and leave a damaged bushing bore. If the bushing does not come out with light to moderate force take the time to use some heat or cold to help. 113
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Nose Gear Torque Link Repair Kits for Cessna Aircraft Part Numbers TL-KT-1 thru TL-KT-11 • Includes all commonly replaced torque link parts in a convenient kit. • McFarlane manufactured FAA-PMA approved kits. • Fits most single engine Cessna aircraft. • Now with specific model eligibility. • Prevents Nose Wheel shimmy. Kits include: Bushings, Spacers, Shims, Nuts, Bolts, Washers and Cotter Pins.



Brass Nose Gear Torque Link Shim Kit for Cessna Aircraft • Eliminates undamped torque link motion to prevent shimmy • Also available individually or in torque link repair kits Part Number TL-SHIM-KT-1 Kit (2) (2) (5)



contains: MCS1450-6B14-005 .005 Thick MCS1450-6B14-007 .007 Thick MCS1450-6B14-010 .010 Thick



Torque Link Spacers for Cessna Aircraft Part Numbers MC0543047-1 and MC0543047-2 • Tightly controlled minimal end chamfer maximizes bearing surface between spacer and fork to ensure a secure clamp and prevent fork wear. • Precision length



NAS1149F0316P Ultra-Thin Washers These hard to find 3/16” ID, 0.016” thick standard steel washers are sometimes useful for fine tuning the center “knee” joint fit on most Cessna torque links. Available in packs of 5. Not included in torque link kits. MCS1450-6B14-007



MCS1450-6B14-010



• • •



• • •



• • •



• • •



•



•



•



•



•



• • •



• • •



• • •



• • •



• • •



• • • • • • • • • •



• • • • • • • • • •



• • • • • • • • • •



• • • • • • • • • •



• • • • • • • • • •



MC0543047-2



TL-KT-11



TL-KT-10



TL-KT-927



TL-KT-82



TL-KT-7



TL-KT-6



TL-KT-5



MCS1450-6B14-005



206, P206, P206A, TP206A, TU206A, U206, U206A3



All



•



P206B,C,D,E1, TP206B,C,D,E16



P206-0307 thru P20600641



•



P206E1, TP206E1



P20600642 thru P20600647



TU206B,C,D,E1, U206B,C,D,E16



U206-0657 thru U20601537



TU206E1,F1, U206E1,F1



U20601538 thru U20602199



TU206F1,G, U206F1,G 206H, T206H



U20602200 thru U20607020 All 20700001 thru 20700228



2071, 207A, T2071, T207A 210, 210A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J



MC0543047-1



36142 thru 36149, 36154 thru 172S9999



2071, T20714



• • • •



•



1721, 172A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S 172RG F172D-P, FP172, FR172E-K, P172D, R172K 175, 175A,B,C 177, 177A,B 177RG, F177RG 182 182A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J,K,L,M,N,P,Q 182R 182S,T F182P,Q R182, T182, FR182 T182T TR182 205 (210-5) 205A, (210-5A)



All All All All All All All All All All All All All All



TL-KT-4



• • •



TL-SHIM-KT-1



1721



Serial Number All All All 28000 thru 36141, 36150 thru 36153



TL-KT-2



Model 150, 150A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J,K,L,M A150K-M, F150F-M, FA150K-M, FRA150L,M 152, A152, F152, FA152



TL-KT-1



Part Number



• • • • • • •



• •



• • • • • •



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



• •



• •



• •



• •



• •



• •



•



•



•



•



•



•



• •



• •



•



• •



• •



• •



•



•



•



•



•



20700229 thru 20700788 •



210K3



All All



210L15, T210L15



21059503 thru 21060255



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



210L1,M,N,R P210N,R T210F,G,H,J,K



21060256 thru 21065009



•



•



•



•



•



•



•



All All 21060256 thru 21065009



•



• • •



• • •



•



• • •



• • •



• • •



T210L1,M,N,R Eligibility notes continue on the next page.
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Eligibility notes: 1 Partial model eligibility 2 TL-KT-8 and TL-KT-9 torque link kits are used on Cessna model aircraft with heavy duty landing gear that utilizes AN6 size (3/8-24 UNF) bolts in the upper and lower torque link joints. The normal duty landing gear uses AN4 size (1/4-28 UNF) bolts in the upper and lower torque link joints. Call for additional details. 3 Aircraft models in this serial range may use one of two choices for McFarlane Torque Link Kits. The aircraft that have both upper and lower spacers measuring ~ 2 inches long will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-1 (containing two MC0543047-1 spacers). The aircraft that has an upper spacer measuring ~ 2.6 inches and a lower spacer measuring ~2 inches will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-2 (containing one MC0543047-1 and one MC0543047-2 spacer). 4 Aircraft models in this serial range may use one of two choices for McFarlane Torque Link Kits. The aircraft that have both upper and lower spacers measuring ~ 2 inches long will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-5 (containing two MC0543047-1 spacers). The aircraft that has an upper spacer measuring ~ 2.6 inches and a lower spacer measuring ~2 inches will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-4 (containing one MC0543047-1 and one MC0543047-2 spacer). 5 Aircraft models in this serial range may use one of two choices for McFarlane Torque Link Kits. The aircraft that have both upper and lower spacers measuring ~ 2 inches long will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-1 (containing two MC0543047-1 spacers). The aircraft that has an upper spacer measuring ~ 2.6 inches and a lower spacer measuring ~2 inches will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-7 (containing one MC0543047-1 and one MC0543047-2 spacer). 6 Aircraft models in this serial range may use one of two choices for McFarlane Torque Link Kits. The aircraft that have both upper and lower spacers measuring ~ 2 inches long will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-1 (containing two MC0543047-1 spacers). The aircraft that has an upper spacer measuring ~ 2.6 inches and a lower spacer measuring ~2 inches will use McFarlane Torque Link Kit TL-KT-11 (containing one MC0543047-1 and one MC0543047-2 spacer). 7 Call for details



Torque Link Stop Lugs and Safety Plate for Cessna Aircraft Replace worn out stop lugs to reduce drag? Really?



This often overlooked but important part is affordable at McFarlane! The torque link stop lug is a sacrificial part that hammers against a flat spot on the lower part of the shock strut outer tube when the strut extends after take off. This prevents the strut from overextending and forces the nose wheel and rudder system into proper alignment for flight. Due to repeated hammering with every takeoff, these stop lugs must be periodically replaced. Excessive wear can allow overextension of the strut. They also often wear unevenly resulting in inconsistent alignment of the nose wheel in flight which then causes extra drag and yaw. The extra yaw can require increased rudder trim which causes even more drag. So yes, replacing a torque link stop lug can reduce drag! • Safety plate features bend up tabs to secure stop lug bolts • Super tough 4130 alloy steel for corrosion resistance • Kits include stop lug, safety plate and applicable 3/16” bolts. 



New!



Stop Lug Safety Plate 3/16” Bolt



Maintenance Tip: Replace the stop lug if it is no longer flush with the strut, mushroomed, worn rounded, bent away from the torque link, or if it has stress cracks. The safety plate should not be reused.



Aircraft 150D,E,F 1 150G,H,J,K,L,M A150K,L,M F150F F150G,H,J,K,L,M FA150K,L,M 152, A152, F152, FA152



Serial Number 15060477 thru 15063457 All All F150-0001 thru F150-0055 All All All



Stop Lug MC0442506-8 2 MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8



Safety Plate MC0442506-9 2 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9



172H,I,K,L,M



All



MC0442506-8



MC0442506-9



172N,P,Q 172R,S



All All



MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8



MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9



F172H,K,L,M



All



MC0442506-8



MC0442506-9



F172N,P



All



MC0442506-8



MC0442506-9



FR172E,F,G



All



MC0442506-8



MC0442506-9



FR172H,J FR172K R172E,F,G,H,K



All All All



MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9



182K,L,M,N



All



MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8 MC0442506-8 2 MC0442506-113 MC0442506-11 MC0442506-11 MC0442506-11 MC0442506-11 MC0442506-11 MC0442506-11



182P 1 182Q,R 182S,T F182P,Q T182T 206H, T206H P206B,C,D,E TP206B,C,D,E TU206B,C,D,E,F 1 TU206F 1,G U206B,C,D,E,F 1 U206F 1,G 207, 207A, T207, T207A



18260826 thru 18262465 18262466 thru 18265175 All All All All All All All U206-0657 thru U20602199 U20602200 thru U20607020 U206-0657 thru U20602199 U20602200 thru U20607020 All



MC0442506-8 2 MC0442506-8 2 MC0442506-8 2 MC0442506-8 2



MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9 MC0442506-9



Kit Part Number TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 2 TLSL-KT-2 3 TLSL-KT-2 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-1 2 TLSL-KT-2 3 TLSL-KT-2 TLSL-KT-1 2 TLSL-KT-2 3 TLSL-KT-1 TLSL-KT-2 TLSL-KT-2 TLSL-KT-2 2 TLSL-KT-4 3 TLSL-KT-4 TLSL-KT-4 TLSL-KT-4 TLSL-KT-3 TLSL-KT-4 TLSL-KT-3



2 2 2



TLSL-KT-2 TLSL-KT-2 TLSL-KT-2



2



TLSL-KT-2



More Important Than You Think Overextension of the nose strut due to a worn out stop can lead to a cascade of problems. McFarlane A&P mechanics have seen struts extend to the point where the metering pin comes out of the orifice. This results in the pin hammering the orifice every landing and distorting and enlarging it. Over time, the excess nose strut travel and lack of damping due to an enlarged orifice can result in fatigue cracks in the torque link arms. For these reasons McFarlane recommends thoroughly inspecting all nose strut components when replacing a severely worn stop lug.



1 Partial model eligibility 2 When equipped with heavy duty nose gear 3 When equipped with standard duty nose gear Order online at www.mcfarlaneaviation.com or Call 844-567-5855
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Nose Gear Torque Link Repair Kits for Piper Aircraft Prevents shimmy by removing looseness in the torque links.



• Replaces all common wear torque link components in a convenient kit • Fits most prop driven Piper aircraft • Contains All FAA approved parts and standard hardware • Save time and money! No more research and ordering of individual parts.



Aircraft PA-23, PA23-160



Serial Number All



PA-23-235



All



PA-23-250



All



PA-E23-250



All



PA-24, PA-24-250, PA-24-260, PA-24-400



All



PA-28-140, PA-28-150, PA-28-160, PA-28-180 PA-28-151



All All 2816001 thru 2816119 2841001 thru 2841365 2842001 thru 2842999 28-7716001 thru 28-7816253 28-7816254 thru 28-8616057 2843001 thru 2843999 28-7690001 thru 28-7890231 28-7890232 thru 28-8690062 All All All



PA-28-161



PA-28-181 PA-28-201T PA-28-235 PA-28-236 PA-28R-180



PA-28R-200



28R-30005 thru 28R-30481 28R-7130001 thru 28R-7130013 28R-35001 thru 28R-7135062 28R-7135063 thru 28R-7635545



PA-28R-201, PA-28R-201T



2803001 thru 2837061



PA-28R-201



2844001 thru 2844999



PA-28R-201, PA-28R-201T



28R-7703001 thru 28R-7837317



PA-28RT-201, PA-28RT-201T



All



PA-30



All



PA-31, PA-31-300, PA-31-325



31-5 thru 31-7812120 31-7812121 thru 31-8312019



PA-31-350



31-5001 thru 31-8553002



PA-31-350 (T1020)



31-8253001 thru 31-8553002



PA-31P



All



PA-31P-350



All



PA-31T, PA-31T1, PA-31T2, PA-31T3



All



PA-32-301, PA-32-301T PA-32-301FT, PA-32-301XTC



32-1 thru 32-7700023 32-7800001 thru 32-7800008 32-40000 thru 32-7840043 32-7840044 thru 32-7940290 All All



PA-32R-300



All



PA-32-260 PA-32-300



Main Wheel Kit 2 kits req. if not labeled Left/Right PTL-KT-91 PTL-KT-92 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-93 w/Notched Bushings PTL-KT-92 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-93 w/Notched Bushings PTL-KT-92 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-93 w/Notched Bushings PTL-KT-36 Left PTL-KT-75 Right PTL-KT-11 PTL-KT-13 PTL-KT-4 PTL-KT-10 PTL-KT-5 PTL-KT-15 PTL-KT-4 PTL-KT-3 PTL-KT-12 PTL-KT-7 PTL-KT-2 PTL-KT-11 PTL-KT-77 PTL-KT-40 Left PTL-KT-59 Right PTL-KT-40 Left PTL-KT-59 Right PTL-KT-40 Left PTL-KT-59 Right PTL-KT-40 Left PTL-KT-59 Right PTL-KT-44 Left PTL-KT-61 Right PTL-KT-39 Left PTL-KT-68 Right PTL-KT-44 Left PTL-KT-61 Right PTL-KT-43 Left PTL-KT-61 Right PTL-KT-95 PTL-KT-22 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-21 w/Notched Bushings PTL-KT-25 PTL-KT-18 PTL-KT-24 PTL-KT-17 PTL-KT-25 PTL-KT-18 PTL-KT-25 PTL-KT-18 PTL-KT-23 PTL-KT-16 PTL-KT-14 PTL-KT-9 PTL-KT-14 PTL-KT-9 PTL-KT-8 PTL-KT-6 PTL-KT-37 PTL-KT-69



w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings



Nose Wheel Kit PTL-KT-91 PTL-KT-92 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-93 w/Notched Bushings PTL-KT-92 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-93 w/Notched Bushings PTL-KT-92 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-93 w/Notched Bushings PTL-KT-95 PTL-KT-31 PTL-KT-29 PTL-KT-31 PTL-KT-26 PTL-KT-32 PTL-KT-31 PTL-KT-30 PTL-KT-27 PTL-KT-52 PTL-KT-31 PTL-KT-28 PTL-KT-79 PTL-KT-81 PTL-KT-78 PTL-KT-81 PTL-KT-84 PTL-KT-80 PTL-KT-84 PTL-KT-85 PTL-KT-95 PTL-KT-90 PTL-KT-98 PTL-KT-97 PTL-KT-56 PTL-KT-67 PTL-KT-73 PTL-KT-70 PTL-KT-64 PTL-KT-65 PTL-KT-72 PTL-KT-65 PTL-KT-71 PTL-KT-65 PTL-KT-71



w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings



PTL-KT-33 PTL-KT-33



Left Right



PTL-KT-34 PTL-KT-35 PTL-KT-82



Eligibility continued on next page
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Eligibility continued from previous page Aircraft



Serial Number 3213001 thru 3229003



PA-32R-301, PA-32R-301T



3246001 thru 3257999 32R-8013001 thru 32R-8629008



PA-32RT-300, PA-32RT-300T



All



PA-34-200



All



PA-34-200T



All



Main Wheel Kit 2 kits req. if not labeled Left/Right PTL-KT-42 Left PTL-KT-60 Right PTL-KT-45 Left PTL-KT-63 Right PTL-KT-42 Left PTL-KT-60 Right PTL-KT-41 Left PTL-KT-60 Right PTL-KT-42 Left PTL-KT-60 Right PTL-KT-38 Left PTL-KT-58 Right PTL-KT-57 PTL-KT-57 PTL-KT-57



PA-38-112 PA-39



3433001 thru 3447029 3448038 thru 3448079 3449001 thru 34-8633031 All All



PA-42, PA-42-720, PA-42-720R



All



PA-42-1000



All



PTL-KT-19



PA-44-180



4495001 thru 4495013 4496001 thru 4496999 44-7995001 thru 44-8195026



PTL-KT-44 Left PTL-KT-61 Right



PA-44-180T



All



PA-46-310P PA-46-350P (w/ G1000)



All All 4622001 thru 4622200 4636001 thru 4636195 4636196 thru 4636999 All All All All



PA-34-220T



PA-46-350P (w/o G1000) PA-46-500TP PA-46-500TP PA-46R-350T PA-46R-350T



(w/ G1000) (w/o G1000) (w/ G1000) (w/o G1000)



PTL-KT-95 PTL-KT-20 w/o Notched Bushings PTL-KT-25 w/Notched Bushings



PTL-KT-43 Left PTL-KT-62 Right PTL-KT-48 PTL-KT-47 PTL-KT-46 PTL-KT-51 PTL-KT-50 PTL-KT-54 PTL-KT-55 PTL-KT-50 PTL-KT-50



Nose Wheel Kit PTL-KT-84 PTL-KT-85 PTL-KT-84 PTL-KT-83 PTL-KT-86 PTL-KT-86 PTL-KT-86 PTL-KT-86 PTL-KT-86 PTL-KT-1 PTL-KT-95 PTL-KT-65 PTL-KT-71 PTL-KT-65 PTL-KT-71 PTL-KT-85 PTL-KT-74 PTL-KT-85



w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings w/o Notched Bushings w/Notched Bushings



PTL-KT-85 PTL-KT-96 PTL-KT-88 PTL-KT-96 PTL-KT-88 PTL-KT-87 PTL-KT-87 PTL-KT-89 PTL-KT-88



Nose Strut Seal Kits for Cessna Aircraft



McFarlane has received FAA approval for manufacturing all of the components of the Cessna nose strut seal kits for most Cessna aircraft. We can now offer improved kits at a lower price! Part Numbers NSS-KT-1 and NSS-KT-2 • FAA-PMA direct replacement for Cessna part number SK172-1F. • Also includes AN901-5A gasket. • Improved lock rings are made of 304 stainless steel for better corrosion resistance. • Components also available separately. Aircraft All 150, 152, 172, 175, 177RG series 182, 182A,B,C,D 182E-T, A182J,K,L,N F182P,Q, FR182, R182, TR182, T182, T182T 210-5 (205) 210-5A (205A) 206, 207 series 210, 210A 210B-R, P210N,R, T210F-R T303 310, 310B,C,D,F,G,H,I,J,J-1,K,L,N,P,Q 320, 320-1, 320A,B,C,D,E,F 336 337 series



Kit P/N NSS-KT-1 NSS-KT-2 NSS-KT-1 NSS-KT-1 NSS-KT-2 NSS-KT-1 NSS-KT-1 NSS-KT-2 NSS-KT-1 NSS-KT-1 NSS-KT-2 NSS-KT-2 NSS-KT-2 NSS-KT-1



NSS-KT-1 Qty P/N 1 AN901-5A 1 MC0841200-19 1 MC0841200-25 2 MCS1628-329 1 MCS2418-1 1 MS28775-010 1 MS28775-221 1 MS28775-225 1 MS28775-228 1 MS28775-329



Description Gasket Lock Ring Lock Ring Backup Ring Scraper Ring O-ring O-ring O-ring O-ring O-ring



NSS-KT-2 Qty P/N 1 AN901-5A 1 MC0841200-19 1 MC0841200-25 2 MS28782-32 1 MCS2418-1 1 MS28775-010 1 MS28775-221 1 MS28775-225 1 MS28775-228 1 MS28775-329



Description Gasket Lock Ring Lock Ring Packing Retainer Scraper Ring O-ring O-ring O-ring O-ring O-ring



Maintenance Tip: Cessna Strut Seal Failure Strut seal leaks and flat struts can be caused by roll or twist of the main O-ring seal. It is very frustrating to carefully check all the parts and surfaces and put a new seal kit in the strut only to find it flat again after a relatively short time. We have seen this happen when a film of MIL-5606 hydraulic fluid dries out on the exposed chrome strut shaft. MIL-5606 by nature has a tendency to get sticky as it is exposed to air and dirt and then dry. Very slight dried oil films are sometimes hard to detect and they can get past the plastic wiper seal. When this happens the sticky strut has a tendency to grab the O-ring and roll or twist it when the strut slides in or out causing the seal to distort. A very small O-ring twist or distortion will cause a leak. This phenomena is aggravated by the low pressure that the Cessna strut is designed for. Wipe the chrome strut down with Stoddard solvent (mineral spirits) periodically to soften and remove any dried oil film, dirt, dust and bugs. Order online at www.mcfarlaneaviation.com or Call 844-567-5855
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Main and Nose Strut Seal Kits for Piper and Beech Aircraft



New! Kits for Beech Aircraft



Kits contain MIL-SPEC and industry standard seals and components and do not require FAA-PMA approval. Aircraft Main Strut P/N B-33, F-33, V-35B, 36, A36, G36, A36TC, B36TC JMBZMS PA22 S/N 22-1 thru 22-7642 and 22-8000 thru 22-9000 Apache/Aztec JMPA23 PA24 JMPA24M PA30 JMPA30M PA28-140, 150, 151, 160, 161, 180, 181 & 235 and PA32-260 & 300 JMPMS1 PA28R, PA32R-300, 301 & 301T JMPRMS1 PA34-200, 200T, PA44-180, 180T JMPA34



Nose Strut P/N JMBZNS JMPA22 JMPA23 JMPA24N JMPA30N JMPNS1 JMPRNS1 JMPA34



Manufactured by J&M Aircraft Supply



Main Gear Scraper Ring



Landing Gear Box Shims



P/N MS28776M2-18 Fits Piper Models



Save $$$ P/N AD0441023-2 Tapered shim, 2-4 per aircraft P/N AD0741022-1 .040 shim, used as required P/N AD0741022-2 .050 shim, used as required • For Cessna aircraft using leaf spring landing gear • Used on most Cessna 120 thru 195 series aircraft • 4130N steel, plated • FAA-PMA



PA28-140,150,151,161, PA28-180,181,235,236, PA32-260,300



Main Gear Quad Ring P/N CA484-769 Fits Piper Models



PA28-140,150,151,160,161, PA28-180,181,235,236,201T, PA32,PA32-260,300,301,301T



Nose Gear Quad Ring P/N CA484-770 Fits Piper Models



See page 181 for more landing gear parts from F Atlee Dodge



PA28-140,150,151,160,161, PA28-180,181,235,236, PA32-260,300,301,301T Manufactured by PMA Products Inc



Manufactured by F Atlee Dodge



Axles for Cessna Aircraft



Don’t lose an airplane because of a broken aluminum axle!



Now also in Titanium!



P/N MS20253-2-2050



Steel axle P/N AF1441003-1 • Weighs only 2.28 lbs • Save hundreds of $$



• Corrosion resistant • Two required per aircraft • Direct replacement



Serial Number 18000 thru 27169 30000 thru 18052284 33000 and On 1820001 thru R18202041 1850001 thru 18504448 206-0001 thru U20607020 P206-0001 thru P20600647 All



Nose Baggage Compartment Cargo Door Up Latch for all Cessna 207 Aircraft No more holding up the door while loading! P/N AF1213922-1 • Improved strength • Nickel plated for corrosion resistance



Save $$



Part Numbers MC0441225-1, MC0441225-2, MC0541220-1 and MC0541220-2 • Machined from high strength aluminum alloy • Anodized for corrosion resistance • Nut plates are riveted in place - ready to install! Maintenance Tip: Wheel pant mounting plates commonly crack around the axle. If any cracks are present, they should be replaced. The cracks are caused by wheel pant vibration. Assure that the wheel pant axle bolts are tight. Proper wheel balance will lessen wheel pant vibration. See page 196 for a simple but effective wheel balancer.



Model Serial Number 15074851 thru 15079405 150L1,M F15001014 thru F15001428 F150L1,M A1500430 thru A1500734 A150L1,M FRA1500212 thru FRA1500336 FRA150L1,M 152 15279406 thru 15286033 Parts are manufactured from high strength material A152 A1520735 thru A1521049 F152 F15201429 thru F15201980 and machined from a single billet - stronger than FA152 FA1520337 thru FA1520425 original welded assemblies! 17261899 thru 17276673 172M1,N,P,Q Axle P/N AF250-040-495 172R 17280001 and On 172S 172S80001 and On • Cad plated for increased durability F17201035 thru F17202254 F172M1,N,P • Precision fit - drop in direct replacement FR17200441 thru FR17200675 FR172J1,K R172K R1722000 thru R1723454 • Accommodates wheel-ski installation Manufactured by Airforms, Inc. 1 Partial model eligibility Manufactured by Airforms, Inc.



High Strength Parts for Helio H-295 Courier Aircraft
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Manufactured by PMA Products Inc



Wheel Pant Mounting Plates for Cessna Aircraft



Titanium axle P/N AF1441003-1T • Reduces weight by 2 lbs per A/C vs. steel axles • Will not rust Model 170, 170A,B 180, 180A-H 182, 182A-S T182, R182, TR182 185, 185A-E, A185E-F 206, U206, U206A-G, TU206A-G P206, P206A-E, TP206A-E 206H, T206H Manufactured by Airforms, Inc.



Main Gear Door Hinge Pin for New! Cessna Citation 550 and 560 Aircraft



Left MC0441225-1 MC0441225-1 MC0441225-1 MC0441225-1 MC0441225-1 MC0441225-1 MC0441225-1 MC0441225-1 MC0541220-1 MC0541220-1 MC0541220-1 MC0541220-1 MC0541220-1 MC0541220-1



Right MC0441225-2 MC0441225-2 MC0441225-2 MC0441225-2 MC0441225-2 MC0441225-2 MC0441225-2 MC0441225-2 MC0541220-2 MC0541220-2 MC0541220-2 MC0541220-2 MC0541220-2 MC0541220-2



Order online at www.mcfarlaneaviation.com or Call 844-567-5855
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Cessna Brake Line Fairing Extrusion Reduce Drag! P/N P580058 • Paintable • Easily attaches with super glue • Replaces P/N S1511-1 White rubber extrusion that attaches to the trailing edge of flat Cessna landing gears and serves as a fairing for the brake line. This extrusion was original equipment on later model aircraft with flat gears. Many mechanics use this as an improvement for the earlier aircraft.



Nose Gear Spring Fork Needle Bearing for Caravan Aircraft



New! Fairing



Sold in 5 ft. lengths



New!



P/N MS24462-5 • Fits all Cessna 208 models • 2 required per aircraft • Save 30%
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round landing gear leg and wheel fairings 

devise a unique system, inasmuch as I again could find no ... inside to fit the brake dust cover ana to sit at the ... plates to accommodate an automobile- exhaust ...
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landing gear problems and solutions 

nation of both, can result in ground ... centerline of the aircraft as well as with each other. This is, of course, ... aboard, will be very light on the tail wheel. The use ...
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WRAPPED STEERING WHEEL 

TSB 07-4-3. Interior - Leather Wrapping On Steering Wheel Is Loose. 03/05/07 - 5 mars 2007. LEATHER - WRAPPED STEERING WHEEL - LEATHER. COMING ...
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Manual Steering Gear: Installation 

ER SUSPENSION ARM AND MANUAL STEERING. GEAR ASSEMBLY ... Connect the engine rear mount insulator and front suspension member with the bolt ...
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Landing gear shimmy 

the limit cycle (VIDEO). U oue. WWMWWMWWWWWW. WWWWWW. SA. Bi p ni .... avoid the problem, the system is subjected to an impulsive force (500 N) 2 ...
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Landing gear design.pdf 

HISTORICAL SURVEY of early aircraft designs ... Landing gear design is a prime example. ... must be some positive clearance between the propeller.
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Landing gear shimmy 

Mar 23, 2006 - measurement on aircraft MLG ... interaction between the dynamic behaviour of the ... aircraft and converted into a lateral/yaw vibration.
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Landing Gear Stresses 

3.73 X 750 = 2,800 pounds. This is divided between the two wheels so that each wheel takes. 2,800/2 = 1,400 pounds. This is applied at the center-line: of.
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what's in a landing gear? 

Sep 24, 1971 - He spotted a "Kingfisher" which had capsized while trying to effect a rescue. Burns landed and picked up the two pilots and a crewman, then ...
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102000 Landing Gear Actuator SERVICE INSTRUCTION 

Eaton Aerospace has received notification of a recent malfunction of the no-back clutch assembly within the landing gear actuator. Although it is believed that the ...
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Designing landing gear for that 

The remaining 65 percent tire deflection is ... AN AIRCRAFT THAT CHEATS THE LAWS OF PHYSICS .... RV series), it offers a cheaper, lower drag solution. A.
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Designing landing gear for that - Size 

provides a good â€œcookbookâ€� example for those interested in designing a landing ... Electronics International Inc. www.Buy-EI.com. Phone: (541) 318-6060 Fax: ...
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Flight Advisor: Tri-Gear or Tail Wheel 

barbecue, or land on a 1,000-foot gravel bar in their favor- ite trout fishing river. This is the world of flying that is available to the tailwheel pilot, and some of the ...
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Section 2. INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF LANDING GEAR 

Sep 27, 2001 - flare forming tool for the size of tubing and type of fitting. ... 45-degree automotive flare forming tools may result in .... The use of a mandrel will.
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The Case for Tandem Landing Gear 

made use of a relatively new arrangement â€” the tandem- wheel arrangement. Well .... total effort to design an airplane, maybe even more so to do a good job.
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Landing Gear Uses Reinforced Plastic Springs 

Plies of fiber glass reinforced Scotchply epoxy tape are press molded into a single laminate by 3M, which makes the springs in rough form. Final machining on.
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Fiberglass Landing Gear Brake Heat Shield 

Aluminum flashing typically comes. SHIELDCO.DWG. 88 MAY 1993 ..... ion Mod*i PA1-700 ? 1 -r Ktiy TSO'd Usi.: ... SI9SOO. ELT BATTERIES. NARCO RADIOS.
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The Case for Tandem Landing Gear - Size 

dynamic and structural concerns. From the aerodynamic ... directly into the fuselage structure without the large bending moments ... simple frame with point-to-point mounting automotive- type shock ... The tandem landing gear has several advantages i
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Landing Gear Design . . . Oshkosh 77 Forum - Size 

Duncan, an engineer, worked on guns and experimented with ways to absorb recoil. He applied this knowledge to aircraft as well. The first retractable gear was ...
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STEERING 

22 K 600606. 23 K 19483. 24 K 19473. 2s K 300651. 26 K 304378. NUT - 5/8 inch UNC . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . WASHEFI - 5/8 inch (16 mm) special. WHEEL - steering.
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Shimmy in Aircraft Landing Gear - Mathematics in Industry 

Specifically, Airbus wish to identify key system elements that may cause .... Some of the forms used to model measured data on these relationships are .... can seek small periodic solutions by the method of harmonic balance, and it is known.
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Takeoff and Landing - dept.aoe.vt.edu 

generally calculated for maximum weight in a standard atmosphere. In addition ... In order to calculate the ground roll, we need to write the equations of motion for the .... In addition, the boundary conditions on the landing run are different. 1.
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Takeoff and Landing - dept.aoe.vt.edu 

At this stage of the development, we will assume how the thrust varies with airspeed. .... considering two options available to the pilot if an engine fails. One is to ...
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WHEEL AND TIRES.pdf 

BOTH BRAKE DISKS . 2006 MINI Cooper. 2002-05 SUSPENSION Wheels & Tires - Repair Instructions - Cooper (1.6L) R50/W10 & Cooper S. Microsoft ...
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